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On a bright July morning three of us from Pima Meeting began a wonderful trip to visit the good works 

happenings at Dougla-Prieta Works in Agua Prieta, Mexico.  Our first stop was in Douglas where we were 

warmly greeted and  “snacked” by Sister Judy who is a regular visitor to this worthy project.  We were driven 

across the border in Judy’s car which is properly certified and insured for border crossing and slowly wound our 

way through quiet and colorful streets to the gated entrance to the DPW property.  We were met and hosted by a 

number of wonderful ladies who had prepared freshly baked rolls with honey and cool refreshing drinks served 

to us in the main building of the complex.  This bright and sturdy structure, which is about 20’ by 60’, houses a 

kitchen and long dining area which is used to feed lunches to visiting groups and to provide room to work on 

and display crafts which consist of assorted brightly quilted pot-holders, placemats, shopping bags and quilts. 

Last year, money donated by PMM allowed for completion of the ceiling to render it cooler and more energy 

efficient.  There is also a long established part of the business which involves shipping cloth shopping bags to 

the Gloo Factory in Tucson for printing with logos for various groups that use them to advertise their missions 

and to solicit donations. Recently there has been an addition to this structure: a 20’ x 10’ room that provides 

sleeping quarters and a small bathroom for volunteers who come to work at the “Works.”  This addition was 

partially funded through donations made a few years ago by PMM and AHYM. 

We also visited a large, airy workshop where several men were expertly turning shipping pallets into wine 

racks, chairs and small tables that are sold at a market in Bisbee. These men are mentored and assisted by 

several volunteers from the U.S.  A nearby shed houses the considerable inventory awaiting transport to market.  

Another older building, which had fallen into disrepair, is being rehabbed by the DPW women with new 

brickwork, flooring and roofing.  They want to use it as a place to put some commercial sewing machines where 

they can work together.  Currently, most of their work takes place on smaller machines in their homes.  We also 

had a tour of the considerable garden plots on the rest of the property with fruit trees, grapes, vegetable and 

flower plots.  These areas need better irrigation in the future to support better crop yield.  There are at least two 

roof-water collecting drums on the property which need replacement of connector fittings that have 

disintegrated in the very intense sun, and the gardens need structures that can hold shade cloth to protect the 

tender plants.  

We were very favorably impressed that funds provided by Pima Meeting, Arizona Half Yearly Meeting and 

other sources were being well spent.  The project significantly supports some of the financial needs of more 

than ten families.  Further financial needs relate to rehabbing the “sewing-house,” purchasing commercial 

sewing machines, rehabbing the water-recycling and irrigation systems and installing shade cloth holders and 

cloth. 

After a number of joy-filled hours, we returned to Douglas and a delicious and healthy lunch graciously 

provided by Sister Judy.  I think we all felt the visit confirmed that continuing support of this project was well 

justified and that if it weren’t so far away, a number of us might be more personally involved. 

There is a little patch of brightness, rightness and success on a small part of a border so fraught with harshness 

and despair! 

Gratefully submitted for Peace and Social Concerns Committee by Cheryl Beth Diamond, Mary Melcher and 
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